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ABSTRACT

Introduction: Vibrio cholerae is a motile, Gram-negative curved rod belonging to the Vibrionaceae family. It is the 
causative agent of cholera. The acute diarrheal disease cholera causes about 120 000 casualties annually and has a 
significant effect on the health of young kids between the ages of 1 and 5. The main cause of death is due to resistance 
to antibiotics. As a result, new drug targets need to be identified immediately. The study’s goal is to identify Vibrio 
Cholerae’s putative drug target through an integrated approach to genomics and proteomics.  Methods: Through this 
study, 2241 core protein sequence of Vibrio Cholerae were retrieved from the Panx tool. The sequence decreased 
to 173 druggable sequences by undergoing different phases of the process such as determining the non-homolo-
gous sequence against human proteome by using the BlastP tool, identifying the essential genes by using the DEG 
database, and determining the sequence of virulent proteins by using Virulent prediction tool.   Results: 11 potential 
drug targets were identified through molecular weight, and sub-cellular localization analysis. Conclusion: Through 
pan-genome analysis, we can able to find potential drug targets. This study also helps to identify the potential drug 
targets against Vibrio cholerae and to increase the efforts of drug and vaccine developments.  
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INTRODUCTION

Vibrio cholerae is a gram-negative bacteria which 
causes serious and sometimes deadly diarrheal illness. 
Cholera is projected to remain a significant healthcare 
issue with an annual rate of 2.9 million instances (1). 
In developing nations where sanitation is poor, health 
care is restricted, and drinking water is unsafe, cholera 
has remained a severe threat over the previous 40 years 
(2). With adequate rehydration therapy, cholera can be 
handled. But in phases of disease severity, antibiotic 
therapy is needed for fast recovery. Studies, however, 
indicate that patients with cholera have documented 
bacterial clearance errors. In a couple of instances, vibrio 
cholerae have become resistant to most of the antibiotics 
available and are about to become untreatable. Without 
therapy, cholera can lead to a fatality rate of up to 70%. 
Currently the most alarming problem for human health 
and the health care system is antimicrobial resistance 
(AMR) (3). Globally, AMR already leads to 700,000 

deaths / year, and the prediction is that 10 million deaths 
/ year will occur in 2050, greater than today’s 8.2 million 
cancer deaths (4). Over the years, owing to overuse of 
present antibiotics on the market, they are becoming 
less efficient or losing efficacy, making the quest for new 
molecules with distinct action mechanisms a priority.
In regards to bacterial pathogenicity, the experimental 
method for determining gene function has its own 
constraints. Identifying virulent genes from the entire 
genome sequence accessible in public databases 
and thus identifying novel drug targets has become 
a major thrust area, especially with the rise of swiftly 
acquiring pathogens of drug resistance. (5). The first 
step in the process of modern drug discovery is to 
identify potential drug targets subject to their validation 
and drug development.. A trend in the quest for drug 
targets in pathogens using computational methods 
has been noted recently, with a focus on genomic 
and proteomic information (6,7). Many researchers 
have used comparative / differential and subtractive 
genomics together with proteomics to identify drug 
targets in different pathogenic bacteria (8-12). More 
recently, sequence information from a single pathogen’s 
various isolates given fresh insights into a species 
‘ microevolution and helped scientists decipher its 
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virulence processes (13-14). Subtractive genomics has 
been used in the present research to define essential 
druggable proteins available in Vibrio cholerae pan-
genome core proteins.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Retrieval of the core protein of Vibirio cholerae 
Complete proteome sequence of 44 strains of Vibrio 
cholera was downloaded from Panx:pang-genome 
analysis & Exploration database (15). Core proteins 
were retrieved from the pan-genome alignments.  The 
core proteins were 101800 amino acid sequences. The 
core proteins were further pre-processed for paralogue 
removal at 60% identity by the cd-hit tool (16). Then 
less than 100 amino acids were removed. After pre-
processing the sequences were reduced to 2241 amino 
acid sequences.

Prediction of non-homologus host proteins
BlastP was subjected to the collection of essential protein 
sequences of vibrio cholera against the human proteome 
database in order to discover the bacterial proteins 
that are not similar to a human host (Uniprot release 
2016). A 10−5 cut-off expectation (E-value) was set as 
the standard for the identification of non-homologous 
proteins, an 11-gap penalty and a 1-gap extension 
penalty. The cut-off of e-value (10-5) was regarded on 
the basis of reported previous study procedure (17).

Evaluation of essential proteins
Major cellular functions of microbes are controlled 
by essential genes, which makes essentialness check 
a significant parameter for identifying potential durg 
targets. For Essentiality, the non-human homology 
sequences were verified using data acquired by sequence 
similarity from the Essential Genes Database (DEG) (18). 
Basic parameters used against DEG for BLAST were set 
as default, including 100 bit score and 1x 10-4 cut-off 
for E-value.

Druggability analysis
Drugability analysis will be useful to see the identified 
target have ability to bind a drug-like molecule. The 
drugability is analysed by similarity search with already 
existing drug molecules deposited in drug bank database 
by using BlastP with default parameters (19). Through 
blast search e-value more than 10-25 considered as 
druggability targets.

Sub-cellular localization Prediction
Drug-preferred proteins are expressed in cytoplasm 
based on subcellular localization, while vaccine 
applicants preferred at the surface of bacteria. The sub-
cellular predictors like PSORTb 3.0 (20) and CELLO 
v.2.5 (21) was used. The prediction of sub-cellular will 
also helps in functional analysis of protein (22).

Molecular weight estimation
Protein with molecular weight less than 100 KDa are 
preferred for drug targets as it will be easy to purify and 
crystallize. Expasy tool (23) was used to deteremine 
molecular weight.

Evaluation of virulent factors
Virulence is the most important variable in the research 
of Vibrio cholerae pathogenesis Virulence factors of 
pathogenic bacteria were recognized using “Prediction 
of Virulence Factors, Information Molecules, and Cell 
Process and Metabolism Molecules in bacterial Proteins 
and VICMpred Tool” (24). The virulent variables allow 
a microorganism in a host of species to develop itself. 
Virulence factors include bacterial toxins, a protein 
on the cell surface that mediates bacterial attachment, 
carbohydrates on the cell surface, and proteins that 
safeguard bacterial attachment.

Prediction and analysis of 3D structures
Structural data is essential to protein objectives before 
immunogenic domains are predicted. Experimental 
structural database Protein Data Bank (PDB) verified 
the availability of crystalline structures for the chosen 
protein [25]. PDB obtained the accessible crystalline 
structures for the chosen proteins. Comparative 
homology structures were anticipated using Phyre2 
server (26) for proteins lacking crystal structures.

RESULTS  

Data retrieved from the Panx database revealed that 
vibirio cholera contains 2,452 core genes from 6,434 
total genes. The core proteins from the core gene 
alignments contain 101800 amino acid sequences. This 
further processed with cd-hit resulted in 2423 sequences 
and sequences with less 100 amino acids were removed 
resulted in 2241 core proteins (Figure 1).  These pre-
processed core proteins were subjected to subtractive 
genomics approach through series of analysis as shown 
in Figure 2. 178 proteins were discovered to be non-
homologous to proteins expressed by humans and 
remaining proteins were excluded through similarity 
search using BLAST against human proteome. Essential 
protein analysis was carried out on the sequences 

Figure 1: Retrieval and pre-processing of core proteins from 
the pan genome using Panx database and cd-hit tools
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extracted from non-homology against human proteome. 
Essential proteins are proteins that are necessary for any 
situation for a species ‘ survival. Using the Blast algorithm 
against Essential Genes Database (DEG), important 
proteins of vibrio cholera are recognized through 
similarity search. It led to the identification of 173 
sequences of essential proteins and remaining as non-
essential proteins. The druggability of non-homologous 
essential vibrio cholera proteins was evaluated by 
sequence similarity to small-molecule drug targets and 
similarity search were carried out using blastp against 
recognized non-homologous essential proteins with 
a database of drug bank. For subcellular localization, 
the druggable proteins were further analyzed using the 
prediction tool Cello and Psortb, which resulted in 108 
proteins being kept located in the cytoplasm, excluding 
other membranes and unknown proteins. Then priority 
was calculated for the molecular weight for the 
expected drug targets. Proteins with less than 100 kDa 
molecular weight are regarded as more suitable targets. 
For virulence factor analysis, the anticipated drug targets 
were tested using the VICM pred tool, resulting in 24 
sequences containing virulence and excluding other 
non-virulent proteins (Figure 3). Common proteins 
would be antibiotic targets of broad spectrum among 
several species. By blast searching against proteome 
data from 181 pathogenic bacteria (27) these 24 proteins 
were tested for broad-spectrum assessment, resulting 
in 11 proteins recognized as broad-spectrum proteins. 
These 11 proteins were structurally characterised using 
phyre2 server (Figure 4).

DISCUSSION

In this study, core proteins have been analysed from a 
complete proteome sequence of 44 Vibrio cholera strains. 
Core proteins have been acquired downloaded from 
Panx, extensive pan-genome analysis and exploration 
database (Figure 1). Using subtractive genomics, core 
proteins were used to identify drug targets as shown in 
figure 2. One of the comparative genomics approaches 
used to define new drug targets in the pathogenic 
organism is subtractive genomics or differential genome 
analysis (28,29). Identifying the non-host protein was 
the first step in subtractive genomics. Non-host proteins 
refer to bacterial proteins that have no human protein 
homology. If the homologous proteins are targeted, 
due to similarity with host proteins, they could severely 
affect the metabolism of the host. In vibirio cholera 178 
proteins have no homology to human proteins have been 
recognized and these sequences are preferred as better 
objectives for drugs, as side effects and cross-reactivity 
induced by the use of antibiotics can be avoided to 
harm the host (30).

This computational identification of essential proteins is 
a good alternative technique over time-consuming and 
laborious experimental approach such as knockout of a 
single gene, mutagenesis of transposons and techniques 
of RNA interference. A query protein is regarded as vital 
in the method of fundamental proteome mining using 

Figure 2: Workflow for Identification of drug target using sub-
tractive genomics approach

Figure 3: Number  of proteins identified in each step of sub-
tractive genomics

Figure 4: Structurally characterised 11 broad spec-
trum proteins using Phyre2 server. A. NZ_CP010812V-
AB027-Transport Protein, B. NZ_CP026647C4E16 
Transport Protein, C. NZ_CP020408A6J62 Signalling 
Protein, D. NZ_LT897797VCBK1071 Signalling Pro-
tein, E. NZ_CP013313ASZ79-Signalling Protein, F. 
NC_012668VCD-Transferase, G. NZ_LT897797VCBK1071 
Transcription, H. NZ_CP009042IR04 Signalling Protein, I. 
NZ_CP009042IR04 Signalling Protein, J. NZ_CP013309ASZ87 
Signalling Protein, K. NZ_CP025936C1H56
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homology-based techniques if it is also present in another 
bacterium that is experimentally recognized as vital for 
survival. Analysis of essentiality shows some significant 
genes that the pathogen requires to perform significant 
tasks for survival, adhesion, host entry, infection, and 
host persistence. In vibrio cholerae, 173 vital proteins 
have been recognized in the pathogen life cycle that 
is connected to important metabolic pathways and 
are necessary for their survival. The essential proteins 
recognized play an important role in a host’s pathogen 
survival. In identifying drug targets, these criteria are 
significant factors (31) .

DrugBank is a distinctive resource in bioinformatics and 
cheminformatics that combines detailed drug data with 
extensive drug target information. The druggability of 
non-homologous essential proteins of V.cholerae was 
identified by blastp similarity search to targets available 
in drug bank.  A total of 162 proteins identified as 
druggable proteins which show high similarities with 
experimental compounds and approved drugs. The 
cell’s sub-cellular location of proteins is a significant 
factor in identifying appropriate and efficient objectives 

for drugs. Identified 108 proteins from the CELLO 
and PsortB study as cytoplasmic proteins among the 
recognized druggable sequences. Due to the ease of 
purification and assay research, cytoplasmic proteins 
were preferred to membrane-localized proteins (32). 
Low molecular weight (< 100 kDa) was also chosen 
as the target protein’s availability value (33). The drug 
target recognized was analyzed using expasy protparam 
and 82 proteins with low molecular weight and stable 
protein were predicted. Virulence is the pathogens ‘ main 
factor responsible for certain serious human illnesses. 
In our study, these characteristics were provided high 
priority to calculate future drug targets. In V.cholerae, 
24 proteins were assessed as vital, and virulent proteins 
tend to be more effectively accountable for initiating the 
infection pathway than others (Figure 3). Also identified 
11 broad-spectrum antibiotic candidates among 24 
drug targets recognized by searching for similarity with 
common proteins among several species of bacteria 
(Table 1). These identified broad-spectrum proteins 
would be better targets as their inhibition of activity 
will hamper more than one system in the pathogen (34). 
The identified broad-spectrum targets were homology 

Table I: Identified druggable drug target sequence by similarity search against drugbank

No. ID VICM VIRULENTPRED PREDICTION PSORTB CELLO Drug Bank

1
>NZ_CP010812VAB027_RS-
164251ABC_transporter_ATP-
binding_protein

0.4520658 0.8815 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic
Membrane /
7.88

Cytoplasmic/
3.445

I. Cisplatin
II. Rifampicin
III. Nifedipine
IV. Sulfinpyrazone
V. Verapamil

2
> N Z _ C P 0 2 6 6 4 7 C 4 E 1 6 _
RS172652hemin_import_AT-
Pbinding_protein_Hmu

0.087582334 1.0092 VIRULENT CytoplasmicMem-
brane /9.82

Cytoplasmic/3.788 I. Cisplatin
II. Cholic Acid
III. Glyburide
IV. Methotrexate
V. Etoposide

3 >NZ_CP020408A6J62_RS-
005852methylaccepting_che-
motaxis_protein

1.4481392 0.7985 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic
Membrane /
7.88

Cytoplasmic
/ 2.375

I. 1,10-Phenanth-
roline

4 >NZ_LT897797VCBK1071_
RS035351diguanylate_cy-
clase

0.12406278 0.4540 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic /
9.97

Cytoplasmic
/
1.329

I. G u a n o -
sine-5’-Mono-
phosphate

5 >NZ_CP013313ASZ79_RS-
048501GGDEF_domaincon-
taining_protein

0.045789141 0.8274 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic /
9.97

Cytoplasmic
/
2.216

I. G u a n o -
sine-5’-Mono-
phosphate

6 > N C _ 0 1 2 6 6 8 V C D _
RS099101hybrid_sensor_his-
tidine_kinase/response_reg-
ulator

0.64389618 1.0030 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic
Membrane /
9.99

Cytoplasmic
/
3.010

I. Phosphoaspar-
tate

7 >NZ_AP014524MS6_RS-
028851biofilm_architecture_
maintenance_protein_Mba

0.084949346 1.1270 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic
Membrane /
9.99

Cytoplasmic
/
1.202

I. G u a n o -
sine-5’-Mono-
phosphate

8 >NZ_CP009042IR04_RS-
158651sigma54dependent_
Fis_family_transcriptional_
regulator

0.5402182 0.6897 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic /
9.97

Cytoplasmic/
4.040

I. Glycerin

9 >NZ_CP009042IR04_RS-
148701sigma54dependent_
Fis_family_transcriptional_
regulator

0.52212268 0.0843 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic /
9.97

Cytoplasmic/
3.640

I. Glycerin

10 >NZ_CP013309ASZ87_RS-
155952sigma54dependent_
Fis_family_transcriptional_
regulator

0.19514339 0.9708 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic /
9.97

Cytoplasmic/
3.162

I. Glycerin

11 > N Z _ C P 0 2 5 9 3 6 C 1 H 5 6 _
RS147602ATPase_

0.76224091 0.9505 VIRULENT Cytoplasmic /
9.97

Cytoplasmic/
3.117

I. .Glycerin
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modelled by using Phyre2 server (Figure 4).

CONCLUSION

In this study, we analysed core proteins of pan-genome of 
41 strains of vibrio cholera and utilized the information 
in identifying the potential drug targets by integrating 
subtractive genomics approach and various proteomic 
bioinformatics tools as filters. Through this approach we 
identified 11 potential drug targets. 
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